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CONAI contest for prevention and packaging sustainability: 2019 edition 
 
This year CONAI promotes environmental sustainability with the “CONAI contest 
for prevention and packaging sustainability: 2019 edition”, aimed at rewarding 
the most innovative and ecofriendly packaging solutions placed on the market in 
the 2017-2018 biennium. The available budget is equal to € 500,000, which is 
divided as follows: 

• € 410,000 in proportion to the score of all admitted solutions; 
• € 60,000 for best solutions referred to single material (steel, aluminium, 

paper, wood, plastic and glass); 
• € 30,000 in Enlarged Technical Committee opinion (Awards for Circular 

Economy), for one or more of the following eco-design drivers: 
o Design for reuse, 
o Design for recycling, 
o Use of secondary materials. 

 
Regolamento_Bando_Prevenzione_Conai_2019   
http://www.conai.org/en/prevention/thinking-about-the-future/stewardship-
tender/ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
More than 13,000 people participate in the third edition of LIBERA 
 
‘1m2 for nature’ is, once more, a large national citizen-based clean-up event 
promoted by LIBERA, a day in which we seek to clean and raise awareness of the 
littering problem in Spanish natural spaces. On June 15th, 2019, this campaign’s 
third edition joined 13,000 people together to collect 83 tonnes of garbage from 
453 natural areas all around Spain. 
 

 

 

http://www.conai.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/Regolamento_Bando_Prevenzione_Conai_2019-3.pdf
http://www.conai.org/en/prevention/thinking-about-the-future/stewardship-tender/
http://www.conai.org/en/prevention/thinking-about-the-future/stewardship-tender/


         

 

Plogging in Slovakia 
 
Slovakia is a little bit cleaner again! 
Volunteers collected almost half a ton of waste during plogging events in June. A 
combination of a run in the countryside with the collection of garbage left lying 
around. Being involved in the corporate social responsibility event called “Our 
Town” arranged by Pontis Foundation, ENVI - PAK organized plogging in Bratislava, 
Nitra and Trnava. 
Plogging appeared in the event of “Our City” for the first time. ENVI - PAK initiated 
it to draw attention to the fight against environmental pollution in Slovakia. 
“Littering is a problem in almost every town. However, we know that people are 
more and more concerned about the environment”, says Katarína Kretter, Director 
of Marketing and Communication at ENVI - PAK, adding: “Therefore, we decided to 
bring us in Slovakia a global phenomenon, plogging. Such unconventional activities 
can also be a way to motivate people to protect the environment”. 
Volunteers plogged in Bratislava, forest park in Nitra and around ponds in the town 
of Trnava. In an hour they managed to collect together nearly half a ton of waste. 
Most in Bratislava (232 kg) and Nitra (211 kg). 
The event was not only about sports and waste collection. Runners were motivated 
by the competition itself. The finish line was to be reached in the shortest time and 
with the largest amount of waste. Then the organizers gathered and weighed it". 
After the bags had been weighed, we sorted all the waste collected. So if someone 
before the event did not know how to properly sort, he/she certainly knows how 
to do it now", added Katarína Kretter. 
 

 

 
 

 “Plastløftet” (The Plastic Pledge) 
 
Grønt Punkt Norge (Green Dot Norway) launched Plastløftet in January. Plastløftet 
will help Norwegian companies contribute to reaching the EU-goals for material 
recycling of plastic (50% of all plastics by 2025 and 55% by 2030). Plastløftet 
focuses on increasing the use of recycled plastic, avoiding unnecessary plastic and 
design for recycling. 
 
Companies taking Plastløftet commit themselves to:  

 

 
 



         
1. Set ambitious goals for the increased use of recycled plastic. 
2. Prevent plastic waste. The company must work to reduce, reuse and design the 
plastic packaging for recycling. 
3. Attend three annual seminars where producers share knowledge, and experts 
offer updates on regulations, new materials, recycling technology, design for 
recycling, etc. 
The companies set ambitious goals, and report on activities and results annually. 
50 companies have signed Plastløftet in 2019, and it will continue through 2020. 

 

 
 

 

 
Upgrading one of our two sorting plant (the other one was upgraded last year)  
We have upgraded our sorting plant in the north of Israel (we have 2 main 
packaging sorting plants) and now we have automatically sorting of metal, plastic 
bags, pp, pet and hdpe. 

 

 

 
 

 

Valipac supports Circular Projects 
 
The Circular Shrink Hood has proven its robustness on production scale trials and 
during EUMOS transportation test. We are now disseminating the learnings with 
Benelux companies – who already ordered 10 tonnes worth of circular shrink 
hoods.  
At the same time the Circular Stretch film project is progressing very well. The 
production trial showed that a 23 micron film can be produced with 15% and 25 % 
PCR. However some more formulation work is needed to bring the performance of 
the circular stretch film to the same high level as a film produced with 100% virgin 
plastic. 
Flanders Circular made this summer another call for projects. This time Valipac 
made 3 entries: Circular Stretch Hood, Circle Strap and Circular Ink. All projects 
were declared admissible now let’s keep our fingers crossed that they will receive 
a grant too.    
 

 
 

 
 

 


